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SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: The Right to Development

SUBMITTED TO: The Commission on Human Rights

SUBMITTED BY: Hungary, Slovenia, France, Italy

The Commission on Human Rights

Recognizing the fundamental connection between development and levels of human rights1
granted within individual countries,2

Recalling all previous UN resolutions and conventions which convey solidarity of the world's3
nations toward establishing human rights the world over, specifically the Right to Develop,  4

Further recognizing the need for a lending institution who are concerned with Human Rights5
development,6

Noting the success of the European Development Bank, and the possibility of applying the7
system on a global scale,8

1. Calls for the creation of a working group to study the feasibility of a lending institution9
wherein loan consideration takes into account not only economic conditions, but also a10
detailed study, of Human Rights, for the creation of a new institution, or to apply11
recommendations to existing UN lending bodies;12

2. Further considers that applicant governments will propose specific areas of13
improvement, along with plans of action, and if accepted by the institution , will become14
included in t he terms of the loan;15

3. Notes that the distribution of funds will be based on potential human rights improvement,16
rather than current human rights conditions, as well as considerations of special17
circumstances within the applicant nations; 18

4. Asks this working group to be composed of experts in the fields of economics, human19
rights monitoring, and program implementation;20

5. Also asks for the input of human rights NGO's;21

6. Calls upon this working group to compile a report on the possible functionality, structure,22



and implementation of this lending body, to be presented to the Commission on Human23
Rights after a time no longer than six months from the convening of the working group.24

Final Vote: 6 in favor / 4 opposed / 8 abstentions


